Deep learning models, especially DCNN have obtained high accuracies in several computer vision applications. However, for deployment in mobile environments, the high computation and power budget proves to be a major bottleneck. Convolution layers and fully connected layers, because of their intense use of multiplications, are the dominant contributer to this computation budget. This paper, proposes to tackle this problem by introducing two new operations: convolutional shifts and fully-connected shifts, that replace multiplications all together and use bitwise shift and bitwise negation instead. This family of neural network architectures ( that use convolutional shifts and fully-connected shifts) are referred to as DeepShift models. With such DeepShift models that can be implemented with no multiplications, the authors have obtained accuracies of up to 93.6% on CIFAR10 dataset, and Top-1/Top-5 accuracies of 70.9%/90.13% on Imagenet dataset. Extensive testing is made on various well-known CNN architectures after converting all their convolution layers and fully connected layers to their bitwise shift counterparts, and we show that in some architectures, the Top-1 accuracy drops by less than 4% and the Top-5 accuracy drops by less than 1.5%. The experiments have been conducted on PyTorch framework and the code for training and running is submitted along with the paper and will be made available online.
Introduction
Deep Neural Networks are increasingly being targeted for mobile and IoT applications. Devices at the edge have a lower power and price budget as well as constrained memory size. Moreover, the amount of communication between memory and compute also has a major role in the power requirements of a CNN. Moreover, if communication between device and cloud become necessary (e.g. in case of model updates etc), model size could affect the connectivity costs. Therefore, for mobile / IoT inference applications, model optimization, size reduction, faster inference and lower power consumption are key areas of research. Several approaches are being considered to address this need: As such these efforts can be divided into a few categories: One approach is to build efficient models from the ground up resulting in novel network architectures, however that proves to be a task requiring a lot of training resource to try multiple variants of an architecture to find the best fit. Another approach is to start with a big model initially. Since among the many parameters in the network, some are redundant and don't contribute a lot to the output, hence a ranking is assigned to each parameters based on contribution to the output. Low ranking parameters can be done away with (pruned), without effecting the accuracy too much. The ranking can be done according to the L1/L2 mean of neuron weights, their mean activations, or on the proportion of non-zero neurons on some validation set. After pruning, the accuracy will drop, and the network is usually trained more to recover. Too much prunning at once may cause degradation in output so in practice pruning is performed iteratively with cycles of pruning and retraining. This can result in reduced model sizes and improved speeds. Another technique is to start with a big model and reduce the model size by applying quantization to smaller bit-width floating or fixed-point numbers. In some cases the quantized models are retrained to regain some of the accuracy. Key attractions of these technique are that they can be easily applied to various kinds of networks and they not only reduces model size but also require less complex compute units on the underlying hardware. This results in smaller model footprint, less working memory (and cache), faster computation on supporting platforms and lower power consumption. Also, some optimization techniques replace multiplication with binary XNOR operations. Such techniques may have high accuracy on small datasets such as MNIST or CIFAR10, but suffer high degradation on complex datasets such as Imagenet.
This paper proposes to reduce computation and power budget of CNNs by introducing two new operations: convolutional shifts and fully connected shifts, that replace multiplications all together and use bitwise shift and bitwise negation instead. This family of neural network architectures are refered to as DeepShift models. Our approach is focused on either one-shot training using powers of 2 or bitwise shifts from scratch or as a conversion of pre-trained models.
DeepShift Networks
As shown in Figure 1 , the main concept of this paper is to replace multiplication with bit-wise shift and negation. If the underlying binary representation of an input number, A is in integer or fixed-point format, a bit-wise shift of s bits to the left (or right) is mathematically equivalent to multiplying by a positive (or negative power) of 2:
Bit-wise shift can only be equivalent to multiplying by a positive number, because 2 ±s > 0 for any value of s. However, in neural networks, it is necessary for the training to have the equivalent of multiplying by negative numbers in its search space, especially in convolutional neural networks where filters with both positive and negative values contribute to detecting edges. Therefore, we also need to use the negation operation. The negation operation is mathematically equivalent to:
Similar to bitwise shift, negation is a computationally cheap operation too as it involves returning the 2's complement of a number.
As we will see in the coming sections, we will introduce novel operators, LinearShift and ConvShift, that both replace multiplication with bitwise shift and negation:
where s will be referred to as the shift value and n will be referred to as the negation value.
In typical CPU architectures both bitwise shift and bitwise negation use only 1 clock cycle while floating-point multiplication may consume up to 10 clock cycles. 
LinearShift Operator
The linear operator (a.k.a fully-connected operator) is based on matrix multiplication. The forward pass can be expressed as:
where x is the input that can be represented as a matrix of size B × m in , y is the output that can be represented as a matrix of size B × m out , W is the trainable weight matrix of size m in × m out , and b is the trainable bias vector of size m out × 1. B is the batch size while m in is the input feature size and m out is the output feature size.
The backward pass of the linear operator can be expressed as:
where ∂L ∂y is the gradient input to the operator (derivative of the model loss, L, with respect to the operator output), ∂L ∂x is the gradient output to the operator (derivative of the model loss with respect to the operator input), and ∂L ∂W is the derivative of the model loss with respect to the operator weights. In this paper we introduce the shift linear operator, which in the forward pass replaces matrix multiplication with bit-wise shift and a negation. The forward pass is defined as:
where N is the matrix of negation, S is the matrix of shift values, and · refers to elementwise multiplication of the 2 matrices. The size of both B and S is m in × m out . b is the bias vector which is similar to the original linear operator. S, N , and b are all trainable parameters.
To help deduce the backward pass, we are going to use the term V = (−1) round(N )( 2) round(S) :
Note that the backward pass result in non-integer values for the powers of −1 and 2. However, in the forward pass they are rounded to enable implementing them as bitwise negation and shift respectively.
ConvShift Operator
The forward pass of the original convolution operator is expressed as:
where W has dimensions c out × c in × h × w, c in is the input channel size, c out is the output channel size, h and w are the height and width of the convolution filters. The backward pass of convolution is deduced in LeCun et al. [1999] as:
Likewise, our proposed convolutional shift (which we will refer to as ConvShift) operator has the forward pass defined as:
where N and S are the negation and shift matrices and have dimensions c out × c in × h × w.
Similarly, to deduce the backward pass, we are going to use the term V = (−1) round(N )( 2) round(S) :
2 Implementation
To implement the forward and backward passes, we follow an approach similar to that of Hubara et al. [2016] . We used PyTorch to define the forward pass for the 2 custom ops: LinearShift using Equation 6 and for ConvShift using Equation 10. PyTorch's AutoGrad tool is used to generate the backward pass. In order to emulate the precision of an actual bitwise shift hardware implementation, the input data to the LinearShift and ConvShift operators is rounded to fixed-point format precision before applying the forward pass.
The code and some of the model binary files have been submitted in a compressed file along with the paper submission and will be made available online on GitHub upon acceptance. (a) Train from Scratch: converting all the convolution and linear operators to their shift counterparts, and training from scratch (i.e., random initialization of weights), (b) Convert Original Weights: converting all the convolution and linear operators to their shift counterparts, and converting the pretrained weights of Option 1 using the following equations:
but apply no further training (c) Convert Original Weights + Training: converting all the convolution and linear operators to their shift counterparts, and training starting from pretrained weights of Option 1 converted using the above equations.
For Imagenet datasets, training from scratch (Option 2a) was not done because of its time consumption.
MNIST Data Set
Two simple models were trained and tested on the MNIST dataset:
• Simple FC: a simple fully-connected model consisting of 3 linear layers with feature output sizes 512, 512, and 10 respectively. Dropout layers with probability of 0.2 were inserted in between the layers. All intermediate layers had a ReLu activation following it. RMSProp optimizer was found to produce higher accuracies for this model. • Simple CNN: a model consisting of 2 convolutional layers and 2 linear layers. The 2 convolutional layers had output channels sizes 20 and 50 respectively, and both had kernel sizes of 5x5 and strides of 1. Max pooling layers of window size 2x2 followed by ReLu activation were inserted after each convolution layer. The linear layers had output feature sizes of 500 and 10 respectively. Stochastic gradient optimizer was found to produce higher accuracies for this model.
A learning rate of 0.01, a momentum of 0.0, as well as batch size of 64 was used to train. The accuracy on the validation set is shown in Table 1 . We can see that while accuracy dropped by more than 13% when the DeepShift version trained from scratch is evaluated, the DeepShift version with converted pretrained weights had minor accuracy reduction, while further training on top of those converted weights has actually achieved higher validation accuracy.
CIFAR10 Data Set
A set of ResNet models with various depths were analyzed. The models were trained using stochastic gradient descent optimizer, with momentum of 0.9 and weight decay of 1 × 10 −4 . The loss criterion The results for evaluating on the validation set are shown in Table 2 . We notice that there was drastic reduction in accuracy when the DeepShift models were trained from scratch, however the DeepShift models that were trained on top of the converted pretrained weights have minor (less than 2%) -if not no -reduction in validation accuracy. It is worth to note that for converted weights with no further training, models with higher depth and complexity achieved better than those of lower complexity. This may be interpreted as that the increase in model complexity compensates for the decrease in precision of the ops that were converted to ConvShift or LinearShift.
Imagenet Data Set
The models were trained using stochastic gradient descent optimizer, with momentum of 0.9 and weight decay of 1 × 10 −4 . The loss criterion used was categorical cross entropy. The learning rate used to train from scratch was 0.1, while the number of epochs and learning rate used to train a pre-trained converted model is specified for each model in Table 3 . The learning rate for training each converted model was manually tuned by looking at the accuracy of the first few batches of training: if accuracy was decreasing to that below of the untrained converted DeepShift model, if the accuracy dropped as compared to the untrained model, then the weights have "unlearnt" and therefore the learning rate was too high and needed to decreases.
Looking at the results of Table 3, we can see that different models had varying results. The best result obtained was for ResNet152 which had a Top-1 accuracy of 75.56% and Top-5 accuracy of 92.75%. It is noteworthy that due to limited time, many of the models were trained for only 4 epochs. Training them for more epochs may result in better accuracies. More complex models tend to have better results when converted to DeepShift. A slime model like MobileNetv2 got around 6% in reduction of accuracy when all the multiplications in it have been removed. This is considered a strong advantage when compared to other acceleration methods (e.g., XNOR networks, quantization, or pruning) that have negative results for optimizing MobileNets. Nevertheless, other slim networks such as SqueezeNets suffered drastic reduction in accuracy. It is yet to be analyzed why MobileNetv2 had almost 0% accuracy when weights were converted without further training, while it had above 84% Top-5 accuracy when trained for a few epochs.
Further Analysis
We have analyzed the minimum and maximum values of shifts encountered in all the models and found that the maxium was 1 while the minimum was -70. This means that the shift values can be represented using 8-bits rather than 32-bits as regular weights of convolutions are represented. Also, the negation can be saved as a single bit too.
Related Work
This section covers related works which fall in three categories. First, innovative new network architectures have been proposed that reduce the model sizes as well as computation requirements. Iandola et al. [2016] proposed SqueezeNet achieving 50x fewer parameters compared to AlexNet. Howard et al. [2017] proposed MobileNets, based on a streamlined architecture that uses depth-wise separable convolutions to build light weight DNNs, followed by MobileNetV2 (Sandler et al. [2018] ) introducing inverted residual structure where the input and output of the residual blocks are thin bottleneck layers opposite to traditional residual models. Chen et al. [2019] Proposed reducing spatial redundancy in CNN by replacing usual convolution operations with Octave Convolution, a spatialy less-redundant variant.
Secondly, model quantization techniques have been an active research area and various approaches have been developed. Courbariaux et al. [2015] proposed Binary Connect constraining weights to only two values (-1 or 1). Rastegari et al. [2016] improve on Binary Connect, introducing Binary Weight Networks (BWNs), employing channel-wise scaling factors, while Li and Liu [2016] introduced Ternary Weight Networks (TWNs). Zhu et al. [2016] extended TWN with Trained Ternary Quantization (TTQ), with non-uniform and trainable scaling factors. Other works like Binarized Neural Networks ), XNOR-Net (Rastegari et al. [2016] ), Bi-Real Net (Liu et al. [2018] ) and ABCNet (Lin et al. [2017a] ) quantize both weights and activations to either -1 or 1. Zhou et al. [2017] proposed Incremental Network Quantization (INQ) to quantize pre-trained full-precision DNNs with weights constrained to zeros and powers of two. This is accomplished by iteratively partitioning the weights into two sets, one of which is quantized while the other is retrained to compensate for accuracy degradation. Cai et al. [2017] proposed low-precision activations using Half-Wave Gaussian Quantization (HWGQ) while weights are binarized using BWN. Faraone et al. [2018] introduced Symmetric Quantization (SYQ) by pixel-wise scaling factors and fixed-point activation quantization. DoReFa-Net (Zhou et al. [2016] ), PACT (Choi et al. [2018a] ) and PACT-SAWB (Choi et al. [2018b] ) allows weights and activation to be variable configurable. Louizos et al. [2019] proposed uniform noise injection for non-uniform quantization (UNIQ) of both weights and activations. Lin et al. [2017b] use multi-bit quantization. Zhang et al. [2018] proposed an adaptively learnable quantizer (LQ-Nets).
Thirdly pruning can be used to reduce model redundancy. Several pruning works have been proposed that employ various kinds of ranking mechanisms. Hanson and Pratt [1989] introduced hyperbolic and exponential biases for pruning in the late 80s. Hassibi and Stork [1993] and LeCun et al. [1990] published some of the other earlier works on pruning. More recently, Han et al. [2016a] proposed Deep Compression, a method that leverages pruning, weight sharing and Huffman Coding for model compression. Lin et al. [2017b] proposed Runtime Neural Pruning, a framework which prunes the deep neural network dynamically at the runtime. Pruning introduces another complexity to the mix, since after pruning the computation units need to be able to handle sparse matrix arithmetic which adds some overhead.
Finally, efficient kernel libraries GEM , Int, Kei, Qua, Migacz [2017] and custom hardware targeting reduced precesion have been developed to improve inference performance NVD, Han et al. [2016b] , Umuroglu et al. [2017] .
Conclusion and Future Work
We have introduced DeepShift neural networks, which replace multiplications in the forward pass with bitwise operations -bitwise shift and negation, that can lead to dramatic reduction in computation time, power consumption, and memory requirements during inference. We have proved that the accuracies of DeepShift networks on Imagenet and other datasets are near state-of-the-art.
The hardware realization of DeepShift neural networks is yet to be done, and is needed to evaluate the actual speedup in performance. Designing parallel architectures for bitwise shift and negation on vectors rather than on individual registers may face its own challenges but it is expected to have faster execution times than their multiplication counterparts. While training from pre-trained weights -rounded to their bitwise shift counterparts -result in much higher accuracies that are close to the state-of-the-art, training DeepShift networks from scratch results in low accuracies. Therefore, further research is required to find better random initialization methods for weights to enable training DeepShift networks from scratch. Also, the current design of DeepShift networks still need multiplications in the backward pass (as non-integer powers of 2 are used). Researching into using bitwise shifts in the backward pass may lead to dramatic seed-up in training as well.
While other methods that tackle neural network speed ups such as BNNs perform well on small datasets (e.g., MNIST and CIFAR10) but suffer significant degradation on big datasets such as Imagenet, DeepShift networks proved that they are suitable for Imagenet and can result in Top-5 accuracies above 90%.
